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Introduction
Application
This design guide should be read in conjunction
with the objectives, policies, and rules
contained in the following District Plan
chapters:
•

City Centre Zone

•

Metropolitan Centre Zone

•

Local Centre Zone

•

Neighbourhood Centre Zone

•

Mixed Use Zone

Wellington is New Zealand’s capital city and,
as the seat of government, the central city’s
built environment has an important role in
reflecting the country’s nationhood as well as
its own unique sense of place. Framed by its
surrounding topography and harbour setting,
the central city not only forms Wellington’s
commercial and business heart, but it
hosts a wide range of political, recreational,
cultural, and entertainment activities of local
and national significance. Importantly, the
central city is also a place that Wellingtonians
are increasingly choosing to call home.
Its residential population is growing and
diversifying, and future development needs to
support this population through quality design
and a mix of uses.
Similarly, Wellington’s centres are intensifying
through increased residential density. This new
density needs to be done well and co-exist
with mixed uses so as to better support social,
economic, environmental and cultural wellbeing.
As such, the following guidance is designed to
apply to a wide range of development in our
central city and suburban centres. The District
Plan rules will set out specific requirements,
such as building height or building setback
requirements, consistent with the overarching
objectives and policies of the relevant chapter.
The guidance that follows here is not meant
to replicate or replace such rules, but rather

to guide best practice design approaches and
encourage built outcomes that both support
the District Plan objectives and meet the Design
Guides’ overarching principles and outcomes.
The Design Guides are a statutory part of the
Wellington City District Plan. The Council will
use the Design Guides to assess resource
consent applications for development where
the District Plan provides discretion to do so.
All new development in Wellington’s central
city, centres, and mixed use areas should
contribute to a future of our city that honours
our partnerships with mana whenua, and that
is compact, inclusive and connected, greener,
resilient, vibrant and prosperous. All new
development in Wellington should respond
appropriately to its natural environment,
contribute to an effective public-private
interface, shape a well-functioning site and
deliver a high quality building or buildings.

Relevance
Only design guidelines that are relevant to the
specific site, setting and/or development type
should be applied. As such, this design guide
aims to support innovation and flexibility in
approaches, while ensuring quality outcomes
across all development in Wellington.

Coordination with other design
guides
Where development proposed in the central
city or a suburban centre includes residential
units, the Residential Design Guide will also
apply. Where development is proposed in a
Heritage Area or involves a Heritage Building
identified in Heritage Schedules of the District
Plan, the Heritage Design Guide will also apply.
As such, an applicant may find that multiple
design guides should be used to inform and
subsequently assess a development application.
The design outcomes and overarching design
principles are used consistently across all design
guides to streamline consideration where more
than one design guide applies.
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Prioritisation

Additional considerations

The relative importance of the guidance that
applies to any development may vary from
project to project. While all relevant guidance
should be considered, in cases where conflicts
arise in assessing proposals against design
criteria in either one specific design guide or
across multiple design guides, those design
guidelines that are critical to achieving the
design outcomes and overarching principles
of the Design Guides should be prioritised.
These should be confirmed with Council in preapplication discussions.

Alongside specific guidelines, best practice
notes and alternative approaches are
sometimes included (italicised). These are
intended to prompt consideration of design
approaches or solutions that may be helpful in
a given situation. Unlike the guidelines, these
notes are non-statutory; their consideration is
recommended to help achieve best practice
design approaches and encourage quality built
outcomes

The importance of existing
context
As per the design outcomes and specific
guidelines, every new development should
consider and respond appropriately to its
existing context. Applicants should consider and
demonstrate how their development aligns with
the areas context, community’s aspiration for
the future and any relevant Council documents.

Illustrations and images
Specific guidelines consist of a combination
of text and technical diagrams intended to
explain detail around how the outcomes can
be achieved. The images and their captions are
meant to explain and assist interpretation of the
guideline to which they relate, and the images
are meant to illustrate principles rather than
describe approved design solutions.
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City Centre

•

Seatoun

The City Centre contains four distinct areas;
Parliament Precinct, Downtown, Te Aro,
Adelaide Road and Thorndon. Refer to the
District Plan for descriptions of the areas.

•

Shorland Park shops

•

Island Bay Standen Street shops

•

Strathmore

•

Oxford Street, Tawa

Metropolitan Centres

•

Thorndon

•

Johnsonville

•

Tringham Street, Karori

•

Kilbirne

•

Wadestown

Local Centres

Mixed use

•

Brooklyn

•

Glenside

•

Churton Park

•

Greta Point

•

Crofton Downs

•

Kaiwharawhara

•

Island Bay

•

Kilbirnie North

•

Haitaitai

•

Park Road, Miramar

•

Linden

•

Rongotai South

•

Kelburn

•

Ropa Lane, Miramar

•

Karori

•

Southern Newtown

•

Khandallah

•

Takapu Island

•

Miramar

•

Tawa Junction

•

Newlands

•

Tawa South

•

Newtown

•

Tawa

Neighbourhood Centres
•

Aro Valley

•

Berhampore

•

Rintoul Street, Berhampore

•

Broadway, Strathmore

•

Constable Street, Newtown

•

Crofton Road, Ngaio

•

Darlington Road, Miramar

•

Kingston

•

Marsden Village Mersey Street

•

Island Bay

•

Newlands Road

•

Ngaio

•

Onepu Road, Northland

•

Lyall Bay

•

Roseneath
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Knowing which design guides
and appendices to consider
Is the development located within the City Centre, Centre or Mixed Use Zones?

START
Does the development
involve residential?

NO

Located within a
heritage area?

YES

NO

YES

Heritage
Design Guide

+
Heritage Areas

+
Centre & Mixed
Use Design Guide

Heritage listed
building?

YES

Heritage
Design Guide

+
Heritage Areas

+

Located within a
heritage area?

NO

Heritage listed
building?

YES

Heritage
Design Guide

NO

Centre & Mixed
Use Design Guide

+

+
YES

Centre & Mixed
Use Design Guide

Residential
Design Guide

+

NO

Residential
Design Guide

Heritage
Design Guide

+

Located within a
character area?

YES

Centre & Mixed
Use Design Guide
Located within a
character area?

NO

Centre & Mixed
Use Design Guide

NO
Centre & Mixed
Use Design Guide

YES

+
Centre & Mixed
Use Design Guide

Centre & Mixed
Use Design Guide

+

+

Character
Precincts

Residential
Design Guide

Residential
Design Guide

+
Character
Precincts
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Outcomes
Responding to the natural environment
Land
•

Environmental sustainability and resilience outcomes are enhanced by any new
development.

•

The natural environment is protected through new development that fits with the
topography, landscape, waterways and ecosystems of its location and site.

•

The unique qualities of the whenua are recognised and enhanced to promote a sense
of place.

Water
•

The mauri (including the health and quality) of waiora (water) is maintained or
enhanced by any new development.

People
•

Wellbeing, resilience and the prosperity of future generations are the key drivers of
any new development.

Effective public-private interface
Urban Structure
•

The layout of new development (including street blocks, sites and open space)
enhances the surrounding neighbourhood.

Fronting the street
•

The development positively contributes to the safety, amenity and visual qualities
of the public realm through passive surveillance, active frontage and other edge
conditions that support pedestrian activity.
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Well-functioning sites
Movement and Access
•

The development allows for safe and convenient cycle and pedestrian movement
and access.

•

Vehicle access and car parking do not dominate a person’s experience of the
streetscape or surrounding buildings.

•

Improved walkability and permeability enhances the formal and informal pedestrian
network.

•

The development takes meaningful steps towards achieving carbon reduction.

The site
•

The site layout reinforces its existing topography, landscape, micro-climate,
neighbouring activities, and access to and within the site, including adjacent streets.

•

Existing environmental infrastructure such as culverted streams are acknowledged or
enhanced.

•

Mana whenua sites of significance are acknowledged and celebrated.

Open spaces
•

Open spaces are carefully designed and appropriately located to provide amenity and
are accessible, safe and easily maintained.

Placing the building
•

12

The buildings on the site are positioned to create building edges that support
pedestrian activity and enhance the visual interest, legibility, safety and comfort of
surrounding open spaces and adjoining sites.
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High quality buildings
Sustainability
•

The development process and built outcome takes meaningful steps towards
achieving carbon reduction, waste reduction and energy efficiency.

Built form
•

Buildings are well designed, safe and provide good amenity for inhabitants and utilise
materials and details that will age well over time, irrespective of style.

Inclusivity
•

Universal design is considered in all aspects of planning and development. Buildings
are designed in such a way that all people, regardless of any disability, or stage in life,
can access, use and enjoy them.

External Appearance
•

The building’s external appearance is composed coherently and, as a whole, is
appropriate for its use and location.

The internal spaces
•

Internal environments provide healthy, comfortable, convenient, functional
and attractive places for their occupants.

•

Buildings in Centres and the Central area are designed to facilitate multiple
uses and changes in use over time.
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Guidelines
Responding to the natural
environment
Responding to whakapapa of place
The site’s natural form, the history of its development, key
environmental attributes and any significant cultural values
associated with it play a significant role in successful design
outcomes.
The landscape context contributes to a neighbourhood’s
unique sense of place and identity.
G1.

Prepare a contextual analysis that depicts how the
development proposal positively contributes to the
surrounding area. This should include analysis of the following:
•

Natural environment

•

Cultural context

•

Te ao Māori

•

Heritage context

•

Streetscape

•

Movement

•

Site characteristics

•

Built form

•

Land use

•

Urban structure

•

Opportunities and constraints

Such analysis needs to contain and assessment of:
– Block sizes/grain
– Frontage widths
– Spaces between buildings (side yards)
– Connections to parks, reserves and public spaces
– Alignment of key elevation lines (including roofs, cornices,
parapets, verandahs and floor lines)
– Orientation to the street
– Landform
– Local vegetation scale and type
– Materials, finishes and textures
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G2.

Identify and respond to the natural and cultural landscape
within and surrounding the site, including but not limited to:
•

Māori sites of significance and their traditional uses.

•

Enhancing view shafts to maunga and awa/moana of
significance to mana whenua.

•

Native vegetation and planting.

•

Scheduled heritage places.

Vegetation and planting
G3.

Use type, species and patterns of planting that:
•

Are characteristic of the locality.

•

Are of an appropriate scale for their location.

•

Will enhance the development.

G4.

Utilise planting in conjunction with site layout and architecture
to enhance the amenity and public realm interface of a
development.

G5.

Ensure optimal growing conditions and ongoing maintenance
are provided for all suitable species.

G6.

Existing trees that contribute to local streetscape or public
realm amenity should be retained where possible and
thoughtfully integrated into new development. Where a tree
must be removed it is encouraged that the tree be relocated on
the site or a new native tree be planted in its place.

G7.

Trees that are located off site, but impacted by the
development, should be retained.

G8.

Use planting as a way to mitigate stormwater runoff and
flooding effects

Urban Ecology
G9.

Landscaping should increase biodiversity and tree canopy area
and minimise the loss of ecosystems of habitats. Use of the
existing natural environment is an effective way of enhancing
the ecosystem.

Carbon reduction - natural environment

16

G10.

Plant to provide shade, reducing the overall heat island effect
of the city.

G11.

Orient buildings to maximise solar access to improve energy
efficiency.

G12.

Provide dwellings with natural cross ventilation by locating
windows on opposing or corner sides of the unit.
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Designing with topography
A site-specific response to the topography that works with the
land helps maintain visual amenity and an authentic sense of
place.
G13.

Avoid large retaining walls that are visible from surrounding
buildings and public spaces. Where retaining walls are
necessary, their visibility, formal composition and visual quality
are important.

G14.

Where buildings are located high above the street level, tall
retaining walls should be avoided. Preferred designs include
landscaped slopes and low stepped retaining walls with
landscaping to create a green environment for pedestrians
along the public footpath.

G15.

Site levels should achieve sensitive integration with adjacent
sites.

G16.

When changing the topography and landform of a site, mitigate
the effects of stormwater runoff.
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Designing with water
Designing to restore the mauri of our environment ensures
our neighbourhoods are resilient for future generations and
our city is a healthy place for nature as well as people.

Stormwater
G17.

New development should improve the quality and reduce the
quantity of stormwater runoff. This could be through:
•

Minimising the area of impervious surfaces.

•

Providing filtration and attenuation around car parks and
other large impervious surfaces.

•

Providing roof gardens and vegetation on surfaces which
would typically be covered by cladding or external building
materials.

•

Capturing roof runoff in stormwater detention tanks for
management.

•

Soakage/ground water recharge.

Water conservation
G18.

Water conservation should be incorporated into both
landscape and building design.
This could be through:
•

Reducing demand on mains by recycling captured
stormwater as greywater.

•

Utilising plant and tree species that do not require regular
irrigation.

Ecology

18

G19.

Opportunities for regeneration of waterways and stream
ecology should be pursued where waterways exist above or
below ground.

G20.

Consider opportunities to protect and enhance existing native
bush and significant trees on site and in the surrounding area.
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Effective public-private
interface
Positive and strong visual and physical connections between
buildings and the public realm contribute to vibrant and safe
centres and business areas.

Ground floor interface and frontage
G21.

The building should be designed to positively contribute to the
amenity, vibrancy and safety of the street.

G22.

Wherever it is consistent with other public and private design
outcomes, extend publicly accessible and relevant private
facilities and activity out into public space.

G23.

Orient building frontages, including the occupied parts of
buildings, offices, windows and the main public entrance, to
the street.

G24.

Security solutions should be unobtrusive and integrated parts
of shopfronts.

G25.

Ensure canopies and verandahs are integrated with the
architecture, and are attractive, easy to maintain and durable.

G26.

The spaces under verandahs should be adequately lit to create
a safe environment after dark.

G27.

Where the minimum finished floor level is required to be higher
than the adjacent street level, ensure the transition between
levels:
•

Does not negatively impact the pedestrian environment of
the adjacent public realm.

•

Does not force excessive boundary setbacks taking the
building frontage out of its expected alignment relative to
the street and surrounding buildings.

•

Is designed with consideration of accessibility
requirements.

•

Is designed as a coherent component of the architecture,
landscape and ground floor layout.

In some cases this may mean the level change is encompassed
internally within the building while in others, an external raised
threshold condition within the site may be appropriate.
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G28.

Respond to the scale of adjacent heritage buildings and areas.
Adopt street wall heights, upper level setbacks and appropriate
building separation, to respond to the scale of adjacent heritage
buildings and contributing buildings to heritage areas.

G29.

Consider opportunities for the installation of place-based site
interpretation that recognizes the histories of both Tiriti o
Waitangi partners.

G30.

Consider the use of creative hoardings to reduce the visual
impact of construction sites.

Passive Surveillance
G31.

Maintain visual connections between building interiors and the
public realm.

Massing and scale
G32.

Ensure the massing of the buildings does not shade the
surrounding public open spaces and parks.

G33.

A scale transition should be achieved within new developments
where it improves sunlight and daylight into the surrounding
open space.

G34.

Consider the street as an important public amenity and design
new developments to enhance the streetscape and to promote
quality urban environments.

G35.

Give a sense of human scale at the publicly occupied edges
of buildings by using appropriate materials, detailing and
modulation.
If a building contains features, which are comparable in size
with the human figure, the former may be said to have human
scale.

20
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G36.

Massing and scale of adjacent buildings needs to be considered
in designing of new developments.

Entrances
G37.

Provide for safe and convenient pedestrian access from
footpaths to the entry of buildings. On street edges where
footpaths do not currently exist, design as if a footpath will be
extended across the frontage of the development.

G38.

Develop transitional spaces between the public street and
building interiors. These should signal the location of entrances,
enhance the sense of arrival and provide shelter.

G39.

Wherever possible, create visual connections between lift
lobbies and streets to optimise legibility and safety.

G40.

Where possible, provide canopies and verandahs at active
edges of the building and above entrances.

G41.

Entrances to commercial, retail or residential uses should be
clearly differentiated at street level.

G42.

Control access to areas where unobserved access to buildings
and facilities is possible.

G43.

Design the fronts of buildings to minimise or eliminate places
that may offer the opportunity for concealment.

Façades
Quality architecture contributes to a sense of place and visual
amenity.

G44.

Where buildings are experienced at close range by the public,
they should feature appropriately scaled texture, openings or
other forms of façade articulation to ensure they contribute
positively to the amenity and human scale of the public realm.

G45.

All visible building façades should feature architectural detail of
a scale appropriate for the distance they can be viewed from in
order to contribute positively to the wider townscape.

G46.

When designing façades, balconies, bay windows and
corner windows can be considered to articulate the external
appearance of the building and increase surveillance of the
street.

G47.

The design of rear façades are important when they are highly
visible. When the development is taller than surrounding
buildings, ensure the building is visually attractive from all
sides.
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Roofscape
G48.

Create visual interest in roofscapes that are viewed from
elevated sites or are otherwise prominent.
This can be achieved through:
•

Modulation

•

Colour

•

Materials

G49.

Place particular emphasis on the design and appearance
of building tops which are prominent in views across the
neighbourhood/city.

G50.

Design and modulate parapets and the rooflines to create an
attractive and contexually sensitive built form.

Alignment
G51.

22

Site and align building form to reinforce the local patterns of
streets and public open spaces. Alignment should generally be
to the street edge and continued around corners.
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Well-functioning sites
Connections for people
Prioritising the pedestrian experience is important in ensuring
safe neighbourhoods and healthy communities.
G52.

Retain, and enhance existing publicly accessible, links through
sites.

G53.

Place windows from occupied spaces to overlook pedestrian
routes, particularly those where movement can be predicted
such as pathways to parking lots or garages

G54.

Avoid entrapments and minimise blind corners along routes by
providing good sightlines and alternative routes

G55.

Provide multiple exit points from any park, playground or
otherwise enclosed area in which people might be trapped

G56.

Create new publicly accessible links through a site as part
of the site redevelopment where a link would enhance local
pedestrian connectivity.

Ensure connections are of a high quality.
High quality connections should feature:
•

Clear, straight sightlines to the spaces beyond them

•

Viewshafts to maunga and awa of importance to local iwi
where possible

•

Wide footpaths

•

Quality landscape treatment

•

Lighting

•

At least one active frontage

•

Public artwork
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Carparking and service vehicles

24

G57.

Locate car parking, loading areas, storage yards and servicing
where these functions provide for necessary and convenient
vehicle access but do not compromise the quality of the street
edge, nor the status of the main entry to the building. It is
recommended to locate car parking at the rear of the site.

G58.

To ensure legibility and safety for users, parking areas should
be designed to provide separated pedestrian routes, and
convenient, easily understood circulation for both pedestrians
and motorists.

G59.

Use landscaping to break large expanses of open/at grade
carparking into smaller groupings in order to provide visual
relief.

G60.

Ground level carparking within a building should be behind
a layer of active frontage to ensure it does not interrupt the
amenity or passive surveillance of the street.

G61.

Where parking levels within a building are naturally ventilated,
their external appearance should be an integrated component
of the architecture of the overall building.
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Lighting
G62.

Provide lighting as required at night for wayfinding and in
situations where personal safety or security is likely to be of
primary importance.
Areas where lighting would aid wayfinding and safety include
but are not limited to:
•

Front doors

•

Areas of group carparking

•

Rear access lanes

•

Communal outdoor spaces

•

Verandahs

G63.

Emphasise lighting for safety and security on pedestrian
pathways rather than roads.

G64.

Illuminate potential night-time concealment and entrapment
spaces.

G65.

Create consistent lighting to avoid creating shadows which may
be used for concealment.

G66.

Do not light paths or spaces not intended for night-time use to
avoid giving a misleading impression of their security or use.

G67.

Where possible design the lighting within facilities so that the
surrounding public space is well lit. Avoid over-lighting and
glare.

G68.

Direct lighting away from windows in neighbouring buildings.
Locate light fittings where they will not be obscured by growing
trees or other impediments.

G69.

Integrate light fittings into the architecture of buildings and the
design of open spaces.

G70.

When designing lighting consider:
•

Lux levels

•

Colour temperature

•

Even spacing of lights

•

Type of fixtures (poles, wall mounted luminaires and
bollards)
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Carbon reduction - site
G71.

Provide for a range of sustainable travel modes by:
•

Ensuring charging capability for electric cars are provided if
carparking is proposed.

•

Designing spaces to facilitate easy access to and from
nearby public transport stops or mass transit stops.

•

Providing parking areas and facilities for transport options
other than private cars, that are large enough to service the
type and scale of the development.

•

Providing end of journey facilities and bike storage in
developments.

When designing for these transport modes, carefully consider:
•

Space/area requirements

•

Security

•

Accessibility

•

Adequate end of trip facilities such as changing rooms,
showers, lockers etc

Open and communal space

26

G72.

Provide communal spaces for social interaction and outdoor
activities.

G73.

Where a publicly accessible open space or a private communal
space is included on site it should:
•

Ensure shared/public spaces offer a sense of manaakitanga
(are safe and inviting).

•

Be complementary to other spaces within the street
system and the site.

•

Be of an appropriate proportion and defined by the built
form.

•

Include landscape elements that are of an appropriate scale
and are complementary to the streetscape.

•

Be located and oriented to receive sun and shelter at times
of highest use.

G74.

Consider the design of communal areas in a way that maximises
their use and enhances their safety and accessibility.

G75.

Design communal spaces in a way that enhances a sense of
identity and belonging within the development.
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Managing waste and recycling
G76.

Locate all bulk solid waste storage away from interfaces with
the public realm or private outdoor space within the site.

G77.

Where this is not possible, high quality screening with a
complementary architectural aesthetic to the building should
be incorporated.

G78.

Ensure storage areas are located separate from open space,
and are covered, positioned and ventilated to avoid smell
nuisance and facilitate easy access and cleaning.

G79.

Control access to storage and service areas.

G80.

Storage and service rooms need to be visible from public,
communal, and private spaces for passive surveillance.

G81.

Ensure the collection of rubbish and recycling can be done
efficiently and safely.

G82.

Ensure waste storage areas allow for easy and convenient
waste sorting/separation of recycling and organic material for
the users.

G83.

Address all relevant multi-unit dwelling waste storage
and servicing considerations in a Waste Management and
Minimisation Plan.
This multi-unit dwelling Waste Management and Minimisation
Plan will need to take into account the regulatory requirements
associated with waste storage and servicing as detailed in the
Solid Waste Management and Minimisation Bylaw (2020).

Servicing
G84.

Ensure the visual impact of external (including roof mounted),
plant fixtures and services is reduced through careful sighting,
screening, or integration with the building’s architecture.

G85.

Carpark ventilation should not be directed onto the street
where it may negatively affect the quality of the pedestrian
environment.

G86.

Include loading bays and drop-off points for supplies and
deliveries on site whilst addressing any potential negative
impact on the streetscape.

G87.

Charging points for electric vehicles and e-bikes need to be
considered.
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High quality buildings
Built form context
The context and characteristics of the built environment
contribute to a neighbourhood’s unique sense of place and
identity.
G88.

Ensure new development fits well within the local context.
Where they are determining features of local context, identify
and positively contribute to patterns of:
•

Architectural composition and roof form

•

Alignment of key elevational lines including roof, parapet,
verandah, windows, balconies and doors

•

Proportions of forms and openings

•

Visual rhythm of frontage widths and openings

•

Floor-to-floor heights

•

Materials, finishes and textures

Wind effects on public space
G89.

Provide appropriate solutions to mitigate any impacts of the
development on wind or micro-climate within and beyond the
site that are functional and do not compromise the coherence
and compositional integrity of the building.

Architectural coherence
Quality architecture contributes to sense of place and visual
amenity.
G90.

Establish a coherent composition through integration with:
•

Materials and detailing

•

Setbacks

•

Form and volume

•

Façades

Materials

28

G91.

Use physically robust, readily maintained materials and
details in areas that might be subject to high wear, damage or
vandalism.

G92.

Life cycle costs and maintenance of construction methods and
materials need to be considered as part of the design.

G93.

Use materials that are durable, locally and sustainably sourced
and do not have adverse effects on the environment.
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G94.

Design with materials and components that consider cost and
ease of maintenance in mind.

G95.

Set maintenance procedures in place and monitor these to
ensure that repair is properly and promptly carried out.

Seismic bracing/strengthening
G96.

Integrate seismic bracing/strengthening with the architectural
composition of the building and where possible, avoid having
seismic bracing visible through windows on elevations facing
the public realm.

G97.

The installation of exoskeletons, external columns, and external
bracing elements is discouraged, particularly where these
would:
•

Be located in the airspace or on land that is beyond the site
boundaries.

•

Be visually dominant in relation to the scale, form,
proportions or materials of the existing building.

•

Restrict access for cleaning and maintenance.

Adaptability
G98.

The façade, structure and spatial design of the building should
be designed in a way that allows for conversion to other uses
over time. Consider the following enablers of adaptability over
the life of the building:
•

Floor to ceiling height

•

Street frontage

•

Servicing

•

Dedicated goods lifts

Compatibility of uses (Mixed Use)
G99.

Mixed use developments should consider the compatibility of
uses and be designed to:
•

Address and balance the specific needs of each user group
(residents, workers, visitors), including operating times and
spatial allocation to each use.

•

Arrange the development in a clear and legible way, so it is
safe and comfortable for everyone at any time.

•

Provide each different use within a building with its own
entrance, making public and private entrances separate
and distinguishable.
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Accessibility
G100. For developments that are likely to be occupied by people with
limited mobility, where practical provide ground level access
that is accessible by people using wheel chairs, and design units
with reference to NZ standards for access and mobility.
Consider things such as:
•

Lever handles on all doors

•

Easy to reach window sills, power sockets and light switches

•

Sufficient space to access storage spaces including
wardrobes

•

Ensuring flush levels between rooms, at entryways, and
shower access

•

Ensuring smoke alarms have both visual and audible alerts

•

Best practice guidance for accessible kitchen, laundry and
bathroom design

•

Best practice standards for signage legibility and colour
contrast

Carbon reduction - buildings
G101.

Design to optimise sunlight access and opportunities for
natural ventilation and utilise low energy fittings.

G102. Any new development should:
•

Select low carbon and carbon banking materials.

•

Specify locally sourced/manufactured materials (reducing
travel/shipping distances).

•

Design to optimise sunlight access and opportunities for
natural ventilation.

•

Utilise low energy fittings.

•

Install insulation over and above minimum requirements.

G103. Consider the adaptive reuse of existing buildings as a way to
reduce construction carbon footprint.
Existing buildings contain embodied energy, and their retention
avoids the additional use of carbon associated with the
construction of new buildings, including in materials, transport,
demolition and landfill. Retaining existing buildings in a
sustainable long-term use, whether through the retention of its
original use or by adaptation for a new use, can be a sustainable
option.

30
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Waste reduction
G104. Management of earthworks and debris needs to be considered
at the design stage to ensure no waterways or stormwater
systems are impacted.
G105. Consider re-use of recycled materials for new developments.
G106. Consider end of life processes for proposed materials and how
they can be recycled/reused.
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City Outcomes Contribution
G107.

The scale of larger commercial, residential, or mixed-use
developments has a direct bearing on the quality and level
of amenity offered by the city’s public environment, and
the public’s enjoyment of it. To address this, five factors,
collectively referred to as City Outcomes Contribution ,
will be considered in assessing the quality of larger scale
development - provision of public space, sustainability,
accessibility, affordability and urban design quality. The aim
of this assessment is to incentivise “density done well” by
giving density-related development concessions in return for
publicly beneficial outcomes. The following tables set out the
development types that trigger consideration of City Outcomes
Contribution, including associated numeric thresholds to be
satisfied and the outcomes sought.
The thresholds defined in the below tables reflect the extent of
the impact certain forms of large-scale development can have
on the city. For example, the higher or larger the development,
the greater its potential impact on public amenity and urban
living in the city. Consequently, it is anticipated that larger
developments will positively contribute to addressing future
challenges confronting the city in terms of access to public and
green space, sustainability and climate change, accessibility,
and affordability.
Table 1: City Centre Zone - Thresholds for any under or over
height development comprising 50 or more units or any
comprehensive development

Threshold

Points
required

Comments

Maximum height limit
Any development that
exceeds the maximum
height limit by 10% - 24%
Any development that
exceeds the maximum
height limit by 25% - 49%
Any development that
exceeds the maximum
height limit by 50% or
more

20

30

Developments that are within the 10% height
threshold do not need to meet the outcomes,
however they need to satisfy the relevant
guidelines in this guide.
-

40

Minimum height limit
Any development below
the minimum height limit
by 25% - 49%
Any development below
the minimum height limit
by 50%
32

30

Developments below the 25% minimum height
threshold do not need to meet the outcomes,
however they need to satisfy the relevant
guidelines in this guide.

40
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Table 2: Metropolitan Centre Zone (MCZ), Neighborhood
Centre Zone (NCZ), Local Centre Zone (LCZ) and Medium
Density Residential Zone (MRZ) - Thresholds for any over
height development comprising 25 or more units or any
comprehensive development
Threshold
Any development that
exceeds the maximum
height limit by 25%-49%

Any development that
exceeds the maximum
height limit by +50%

Points required
MCZ

NC

LC

Comments

MRZ

20

10

10

20

30

15

15

25

Developments that are within
the 25% height threshold
do not need to meet the
outcomes, however they
need to satisfy the relevant
guidelines in this guide.
-
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The table below sets out the relevant City Outcomes sought
in response to the development thresholds outlined in Tables 1
and 2. To achieve the minimum numeric value associated with
the relevant threshold in these tables, a score based on the
aggregate points of two or more of the outcomes listed in Table
3 is required.
Table 3: City Outcomes
Outcome

Points

Comments

Contribution to Public Space and Amenity (1-10 points)**
For every 10% of the site vested
as public open space

1-10

The range in points depends on the quality, extent
and level of amenity that each solution provides.

Any lane-way or through block
connection

1-10

The range in points depends on the quality, extent
and level of amenity that each solution provides.

Provision of appropriate
communal gardens,
playgrounds, and roof gardens

1-5 [1-10
for MRZ]

The range in points depends on the quality, extent
and level of amenity that each solution provides.

Provision of permanent public
amenities, i.e. public toilets

1-5

The range in points depends on the quality, extent
and level of amenity that each solution provides.

Universal Accessibility (5-10 points)
Lifemark 5-Star or equivalent or
higher

10

Lifemark 4-Star or equivalent

7.5

Lifemark 3-Star or equivalent

5

Sustainability and Resilience (1-10 points)
Green Star 6 or Home Star 9 or
equivalent or higher

10

Green Star 5 or Home Star 8 or
equivalent

7.5

Green Star 4 or Home Star 7 or
equivalent

5

Adaptive reuse of buildings

1-10

The range in points depends on the quality, extent
and level of reuse and regeneration.

Additional seismic resilience
measures, including base
isolations, seismic dampers, etc.

1-5

The range in points depends on the quality, extent
and level of amenity that each solution provides.

1

Affordable is:
- Social or assisted housing delivered by a
government entity, the Council or a community
housing provider
- Residential units that are sold under a
government’s affordable scheme; or
- Paying a financial contribution to the Council for
assisted housing provision that is equivalent to the
average market value of 0.3% floorspace.

Housing Affordability
For every 1% floorspace that is
affordable

Urban Design Panel (1-10 points)
Urban Design Panel Approval

34

1-10

The range in points depends on the development’s
response to all the design guides as decided by the
Panel.
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